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Abstract: Two-dimensional metal halides semiconductors have been intensively studied in the 

past few years due to their unique optical properties and potential for new-generation photonic 

devices.  Despite the large number of recent works, this class of materials is still in need of 

further understanding due to their complex structural and optical characteristics. In this work, 

a molecular-level explanation for the dual band emission in the two-dimensional 

(C4H9NH3)2PbI4 in its bulk form is presented, demonstrating that this feature is caused by a 

strong exciton-phonon coupling. Temperature-dependent photoluminescence with Raman and 

infrared spectroscopies reveal that vibrations involving the C-NH3
+ butylammonium polar head 

are responsible for this exciton-phonon coupling. Additionally, experimental shifts in the mean 

phonon frequencies coupled with the electronic excitation, combined with a theoretical model, 
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show that these vibrational modes present a soft-mode behavior in the phase transition of this 

material. 

 
1. Introduction 

Two-dimensional (2D) metal halides are materials that have been receiving increasing attention 

in the past few years.[1–4] Owned for their unique optoelectronic properties, these 

semiconductors are prominent in the development of a series of new-generation photonic 

devices such as solar cells,[5–8] LEDs,[9–11] and photodetectors.[12–14] Their structure is 

commonly compared to 3D metal halide perovskites with structure ABX3 (where A is 

monovalent cation, B is a divalent cation, more frequently Pb2+ and Sn2+, and X is a halide 

different from F-) and, very commonly, are regarded as reduced dimensional perovskites or 2D 

perovskites.[2] The fundamental structural difference between 3D perovskites and 2D metal 

halides is that, in the latter, the A-site cation is too large to fit the cavity within the octahedrons, 

generating a layered structure where the inorganic slabs are separated by a bilayer of organic 

cations (Figure 1a).[15] As such, these materials can be regarded as a natural quantum-well 

(QW) ensemble.[3,16] 

Although, to a certain extent, this class of materials do behave like a QW superstructure, 

presenting excitonic resonance upon optical excitation, their excitonic recombination dynamics 

are far from trivial. These deviations arise, basically, for two reasons: the dielectric confinement 

of the exciton due to the organic layers and the influence of these layers in their charge carriers’ 

relaxation/recombination; and the large binding energy of the excitons in these materials.[1,2,17] 

Thus, 2D metal halides present a complex set of photophysical phenomena such as exciton-

phonon coupling,[18,19] polaronic effects,[20–22] self-trapped excitons (STEs)[2,23,24], broad band 

emission,[25–27] and dark excitonic states.[28,29]  

In this work we focus on an intriguing optical feature of the well-known (BA)2PbI4 (BAPI; BA 

= butylammonium). This material, in its bulk, microcrystalline form, presents a peculiar dual 
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band emission that has been receiving increasing attention and is not yet fully understood. An 

earlier report of this dual band emission was made by Mitzi in 1996.[30] More recently, our 

group reported similar dual emission profile in this material, and we hypothesized that a strong 

exciton-phonon coupling could be the reason for the low-energy emission.[31] Also very recently, 

three distinct works presented different explanations for this dual band, red-shifted emission.[32–

34]  In the work of Gan et al.,[33] the authors show evidences that a thickness-dependent photon	

recycling effect causes a large red shift in the emission of BAPI micro crystals. However, it is 

not clear in their work what specifically causes the lower energy emission upon photon 

recycling. More conclusively, the work of Du et al.[32] shows that this dual band is an effect of 

the stacking slabs in the bulk material: the lower mobility of the organic cations in the bulk 

(interior of the crystal) causes a residual strain in the lattice; hence, the emission from the bulk 

is different from the emission from the surface, corroborating previous results,[35] and the dual 

band profile is a result of this difference. Interestingly, the authors argue that this stacking effect 

induces a strong exciton-phonon coupling in the bulk material that can be modulated by 

decreasing the magnitude of the lattice strain. Finally, DeCrescent et al.[34] propose that this 

lower-energy band is a magnetic dipole emission caused by a p-like exciton. This p-like exciton 

is stabilized at energies below the primary, electric-dipole-emitting 1s exciton via self-trapping 

mechanism. This topic, therefore, is still under intense debate. 

Here, we offer a molecular level explanation for this dual band emission of BAPI and draw a 

general picture underlining this optical property of 2D metal halides. Our temperature-

dependent and steady-state optical measurements, combined with Raman and IR spectroscopies, 

reveal that this low-energy emission is indeed due to a strong exciton-phonon coupling with 

specific vibration modes that arise from the organic layers. Therefore, a phonon replica of the 

excitonic state is achieved via phonon emission, giving rise to this lower-energy band. In 

addition, we show that these vibrational modes are also involved in the well-known phase 

transition in this material, evidenced by the good correlation between temperature-dependent 
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photoluminescence (PL), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and a soft-mode formalism for phonon-

related phase transitions in solids, including perovskites. 

      

2. Structural Characterization 

To synthesize the material, we followed a protocol reported by our group.[31] Briefly, in a 

capped flask, lead iodide is dissolved in a mixture of toluene, butyric acid, and butylamine. In 

a different flask, butylammonium iodide is dissolved in a similar mixture. The two solutions 

are swiftly mixed to give an insoluble yellow powder with a noticeable green emission (Figure 

1b). The suspension is then centrifuged, the yellow powder is separated and washed with clean 

toluene, and the new suspension is centrifuged again to isolate the clean material. The XRD of 

the powder is showed in Figure 1c along with a reference calculated from single crystal data,[36] 

and the excellent correlation between the experimental and calculated diffractograms reveals a 

phase pure material, as previously reported.[31] 

To perform the optical measurements in the bulk material, the powder was spread on a glass 

substrate as shown in the scheme of Figure 1d. The wet powder in toluene is placed in one 

border of the glass substrate, spread over it with the help of a Pasteur pipette, and then is allowed 

to dry. To prepare thin films, a solution of 80 mg.mL-1 of the powder in anhydrous acetonitrile 

is spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 30 s, as shown in the bottom part of the scheme in Figure 1d. 

The XRD of the thin film is depicted in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. It is 

noteworthy that, in the thin film, a preferential orientation effect in the [00l] direction is 

observed in the diffractogram. Also, our powder XRD shows a clear asymmetry in diffraction 

(Lorentzian tail in lower angles), more evident in the peak with index (002), which can be an 

indication of different lattice parameters between the surface and bulk.[32] 

 

3. Photophysics 
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In Figure 2a, the room-temperature PL spectrum from BAPI shows a broad emission (BE, for 

simplicity) at lower energy (λmax = 540 nm) alongside a peak we ascribe to the free-exciton (FE) 

emission (λmax = 520 nm). Figure 2b shows the reconstruction of the PL by time-resolved 

emission spectrum (TRES - inset) measurements in several different times, evidencing a similar 

profile to the steady state PL (black dotted curve). In addition, the normalized decay curves in 

Figure 2c (taken from horizontal slices of the TRES) show the same decay dynamics in all the 

emission wavelengths, suggesting that this dual band is not caused by defect states, which 

would present different decay rates and dynamics. Moreover, in Figure 2a – dark blue – the 

photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum shows that this lower energy band comes from 

the primary excitonic state, suggesting a dependence of the BE on the FE state. 

To understand in depth these emission signatures, we collected temperature-dependent PL 

spectra (Figure S2) and used a theoretical model to discriminate the contributions from acoustic 

phonons, optical phonons, inhomogeneous broadening, and ionized defects.[37] This model was 

developed for MQW systems grown by physical	methods (e.g., molecular beam epitaxy), but it 

has been used for 2D metal halides, providing valuable information.[24,25,38] The equation is as 

follows: 

𝚪 𝐓 = 𝚪𝟎 + 𝚪𝒂𝒄𝑻 + 𝚪𝒐𝒑𝒕(𝒆𝑬𝒐𝒑𝒕 𝒌𝑩𝑻 − 𝟏)4𝟏 + 𝚪𝒊𝒏𝒆4𝑬𝒊𝒏 𝒌𝑩𝑻 

where Γ0 is the temperature-independent linewidth of the emission related to the 

inhomogeneous broadening; Γac, Γopt are the exciton-phonon coupling parameters for acoustic 

and optical phonons, respectively; Eopt is the energy of the optical phonon that interacts with 

the exciton; Γin is the broadening parameter related to ionized defects; and Ein is the average 

binding energy of these defect-emissive states. Hence, by analyzing the dependence of the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the emission in eV with the temperature, we verify which 

effects are influencing in the emission dynamics.  

For this material, we could not carry out the analysis at lower temperatures due to a phase 

transition that takes place below 244 K, changing the PL considerably (Figure 3a) and causing 

a discontinuity on the dependence of the FWHM with the temperature. The PL curves were 

fitted using Voigt functions (a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian functions) and all 

the spectra were fitted using two Voigtians (Figure S3). Voigt functions yield better fits for 

peaks that present asymmetric tails such as the red curve in Figure 2a (Gaussian in the leftmost 

side and Lorentzian in the rightmost side). The dependence of the summed FWHM of the two 

bands with the temperature is shown in Figure 2d (blue circles). 

For the fit in Figure 2d (red line), we set the parameters of the ionized defects to be zero and 

disregarded the acoustic parameter, considering only the optical phonon contribution and Γ0 
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(equation in Figure 2d), as reported in other works.[18,21,38] This decision is mathematically and 

physically justifiable. In mathematical means, the fit with the full equation gives physically 

unrealistic values of the parameters and large errors (Figure S4). However, even with 

unrealistic parameters, the phonon contribution remained significant, with a phonon energy that 

is quite consistent: 55 meV, falling in between the two Raman and IR modes in 52 and 59 meV 

(Figure 2e). In physical terms, a few conditions must be considered: 1) The PLE and TRES 

spectra indicate that these two bands have the same excitonic origin, which suggests that defects 

do not influence in the emission, in accordance with other reports;[33,35,38] 2) the exciton binding 

energy and oscillator strength of these materials are high, which explain their predominantly 

excitonic optical behavior;[30,39] 3) the determined parameters cancelling the ionized-defect 

term are physically realistic, with acceptable errors; 4) these materials are known to present 

strong exciton-phonon coupling due to the “softness” of their crystal structure;[16] and 5) the 

contribution of acoustic phonons is	dominant in temperatures below 200 K;[18,37] thus, in the 

conditions of our analysis, optical phonons are the main homogeneous broadening factor (i.e., 

Fröhlich scattering).  

Considering the above, we fitted the data with the equation shown in the inset of Figure 2d, 

disregarding the effects of ionized defects and acoustic phonons. The resulting fit parameters 

are shown in Table 1. To verify how well the model describes the data, we calculated the Γ(300) 

of the two bands using the parameters determined from the fit and found a total of 226 meV, 

which is in great accordance with the sum of the FWHM of the two bands from Figure S3 (230 

meV). The large errors associated with each parameter and Γ(300) is mainly due to the lack of 

data points below 242 K, increasing their uncertainty, especially on Γ0. 

The extracted parameters from the model are quite compelling. Γ0 matches the width of the FE 

emission, which is expected, since it does not change appreciably with the temperature (Figure 

S2). In MQW systems such as GaAs/AlGaAs, Γ0 is much lower and the inhomogeneous 

broadening is attributed, mainly, to deviation in the QW thickness.[37] In 2D metal halides, such 

as BAPI, the QW thickness is constant (a single layer of [PbI6]4- octahedrons) and, therefore, 

does not influence on the inhomogeneous broadening of the emission band. In these systems, 

therefore, the conformational disorder of the alkyl chains in the bilayer of organic cations is 

more likely to contribute to the inhomogeneous broadening of their emission linewidths. In 

addition, the value of the optical-phonon-related term (171 meV – see Supporting Information 

for details) matches the FWHM of the BE emission, further supporting an exciton-phonon 

coupling. Interestingly, our work agrees with a recent work from Esmaielpour et al. that 

reported the same 57 meV for the phonon coupled with the low-temperature-phase exciton in 
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BAPI (FE242; see Figure 3a).[38] Given the unusual high energy of this phonon, the authors 

suggested that it is due to a strong polaronic effect in the system.  

Here, we propose a different picture. This high-energy phonon matches, within the errors, the 

vibrational modes observed in Raman and IR (52 and 59 meV – Figure 2e), and these modes 

are due to the organic layers of butylammonium cations. Strikingly, these modes are associated 

with the C-N and -NH3 bonds vibrations of the polar heads of butylammonium cations bound 

to the inorganic structure.[40,41] Therefore, this high-energy phonon is due to these vibrational 

modes that are not isolated from the inorganic cage motions and, therefore, can couple with the 

exciton. This direct correlation, to the best of our knowledge, has not been considered before. 

In the work of Esmaielpour et al., the authors report many phonon replicas of the FE emission 

at 4.2	K. Notably, a replica that is 39 meV away from the FE peak, that the authors label as P7, 

is consistent to the 57 meV we found in our analysis at temperatures above 242 K, further 

supporting our conclusion. Moreover, Li et al.[42] also reported a similar phonon replica, and 

correlated it to a Raman frequency, at 78 K, of 237 cm-1. Although the authors did not assign 

this frequency to any specific vibration, it is in the range of the torsional oscillation about the 

C-N bond in BA.[40] Table 2 shows the origin of these vibrational modes and their common 

frequencies. 

In Table 2, we observe that the frequencies presented are the peaks in the Raman spectrum 

from 371 to 476 cm-1 in Figure 2e. All these modes are related to the C-NH3
+ vibrations in the 

solid state. Note that, even the otherwise inactive modes, can be active upon coupling with the 

inorganic structure motions, as discussed in the work of Leguy et al.[43] As thus, our results 

strongly indicates that the modes in Table 2 (e.g., mode #4) are responsible for the strong 

exciton-phonon we observe in this work.  

In addition, our findings are experimental evidences for the predictions from the work of Zhang 

et al.[44] In their report they used molecular nonadiabatic simulations combined with density 

functional theory calculations to evaluate the impact of the organic molecules in 2D 

BA2[MAPbI3]PbI4 and 3D MAPbI3 (MA = methylammonium) on the charge carrier dynamics. 

They found that coupled vibrational modes between the BA+ cations and the Pb-I framework 

are responsible for the fast hot-carriers relaxation via strong electron-phonon coupling. Hence, 

our results are fully consistent with their predictions. In our case, however, these coupled 

vibrational modes influence not only the hot-carrier relaxation, but also the excitonic 

recombination. These findings explain both the origin of the unusual dual band and the high-

energy phonon extracted from the temperature-dependent PL. The strong exciton-phonon 

coupling is evidenced by the high Γopt value in Table 1. 
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The PL spectrum of BAPI thin films (Figure S5) presents only the FE emission. This suggests 

that this dual band is most likely a property of the bulk material, as previously reported.[32,35] In 

addition, our time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) measurements show that the 

recombination rates in the thin film samples are faster than the rates determined from the 

powder sample (Figure S6 – S11 and Tale S1). This divergence comes from the fact that this 

strong exciton-phonon is mainly, if not solely, observed in the bulk and that effects such as 

photon recycling, which would further increase the recombination rate, are thickness 

dependent.[33] Furthermore, we also verified that the decay curves of the powder BAPI (Figure 

S9 – S14) show a multiexponential profile, reflecting these different decay channels upon 

photoexcitation.  

Another evidence for the distinct behavior between bulk and surface is the difference in the 

phase transition temperature in these systems (Figure S15 shows a scheme of this phase 

transition). The phase transition in the thin film is well above of that for the powder. To verify 

this difference, we analyzed the ratio of the integrated areas of the PL peaks during the phase 

transition, for both the thin film and powder. Figure 3a shows the temperature-dependent PL 

of the powder BAPI below 242 K, where the phase transition starts, and Figure 3b shows the 

temperature-dependent powder XRD of the material on the peak with Miller index (002) (the 

complete diffractograms are depicted in Figure S16). Both PL and XRD data show that the 

transition takes place between 242 K and 230 K, approximately, as can be seen in Figure 3c. 

On the contrary, the thin film transition temperature, extracted from temperature-dependent PL, 

is at about 270 K, taking place between 278 and 260 K (Figure S17). This drastic difference 

further reflects the bulk effect in the optical and structural properties of this material and offers 

further support to our assignments regarding the dual emission. 

 

4. Phase Transition and Soft Modes 

 At last, we reveal an interesting property of BAPI regarding the vibrational coupling in the 

exciton recombination dynamics and the phase transition. As proposed in a previous report,[45] 

these modes involving the C-NH3
+ bonds may present a soft-mode behavior. Soft modes are 

normal vibration modes of the crystal lattice that suffer changes in their fundamental frequency 

as the phase transition approaches. As such, the coupling between these soft modes and other 

degrees of freedom in a given solid (e.g., electronic, vibrational, magnetic, etc.) provide ways 

to probing physical properties that are indirectly affected by the phase transition.[46] Given the 

consistency of the PL data with the XRD in assessing the phase transition, we hypothesized that 

the vibrational modes found through the PL analysis could indeed present a soft-mode behavior. 
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To verify our conjecture, we used a formalism based on changes in the mean frequency of these 

lattice vibrations during the phase transition in solids.[47,48]  

Figure 3a shows that the PL intensity decreases as the temperature increases from 208 K to 

242 K, and the PL line shapes show an interconversion between two excitonic states. In order 

to compare the experimental results with this microscopic model of structural phase transitions 

in solids, the PL data, in the range from 302 to 232 K, were used to calculate the variation	of 

the phonon frequencies coupled to the electronic excitation with the temperature (see Figure 

S2a). The black circles in Figure 3d are experimental variations in the phonon frequencies. The 

two solid curves are calculated from the real (harmonic) part of the equation below:[48] 

𝝎(𝑻) = 𝝎𝟎(𝑻𝟎 − 𝑻)
𝟏
𝟑 

with w0 = 419 cm-1 (52 eV) and 476 cm-1 (59 eV), taken from the Raman frequencies in Figure 

2e, T0 = 230 K (i.e., the end of the phase transition) and the 1/3 exponent denotes a second-

order phase transition with short-range correlations near the transition point, consistent with 

smooth extrapolation of w(T) to zero as T à T0.[48] Note that the expression has no adjustable 

parameters. The good agreement between experiment and theory, combined with the XRD data, 

provides a microscopic picture of the phase transition and the description of the nature of the 

order parameter in terms of specific phonon frequencies and atomic displacements. 

This last consideration encloses the picture reported in this work: vibrational modes from the 

organic moieties, intimately bonded to the inorganic framework, couple with excitons, 

originating an excitonic replica in lower energies. The broad nature of the two bands are related 

to the inhomogeneities (e.g., imperfections in the alignment of the alkyl chains in the bilayer of 

BA cations) in the bulk material; this statistical disorder influence in both electronic and 

vibrational degrees of freedom, resulting in the large FWHM (230 meV) observed in the dual 

band emission of BAPI. Therefore, this dual band seems to result from an interplay between 

the lattice dynamical disorder in the interior of the crystal and the strong exciton-phonon 

coupling with vibrations from BA+ polar heads. Additionally, our analysis show that these 

vibrational modes behave like soft modes in the phase transition of BAPI. This assignment is 

consistent, given the well-known dependence of the inorganic structure of 2D metal halides 

with the organic cation[36,49] and considering the fact that these modes are related to the vibrating 

C-NH3
+ polar head of butylammonium associated with the inorganic cage. To summarize the 

picture drawn in this work, we present a scheme in Figure 4. 

 

5. Conclusions 
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In this work we investigated in depth a hotly debated optical feature of a well-known 2D lead 

halide, (BA)2PbI4. We found that specific vibrational modes related to the C-NH3
+ moiety in 

BA cations couples with the exciton, splitting the excitonic emission into two bands. The energy 

of these vibrational modes and their influence in the charge carriers’ dynamics are in accordance 

with recent reports. In addition, comparing our experimental data with a theoretical model, we 

demonstrated that these vibrational modes present a soft-mode behavior in the phase transition 

of the material. This work offers a new perspective for the understanding of the optical and 

structural properties of 2D metal halide systems that are under intense discussion in the last 

years. Advancing in the fundamentals of these systems is of primordial importance to apply 

these materials to a new generation of optoelectronic devices. 

 
6. Experimental Section 

Materials: lead iodide (99%), hydroiodic acid (57% in H2O), butylamine (99.5%), butyric acid 

(≥99%), and anhydrous toluene were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. 

Butylammonium iodide was synthesized by reacting butylamine with HI in water. The white 

solid was obtained by removing the water under reduced pressure, and it was dried in a 

desiccator with P2O5 under reduced pressure. 

Synthesis of (BA)2PbI4 (BAPI): in a capped flask, lead iodide (96 mg, 0.2 mmol) is dissolved in 

toluene (5 mL), butyric acid (1 mL), and butylamine (0.4 mL). In a different flask, 

butylammonium iodide (80.4 mg, 0.42 mmol) is dissolved in toluene (3 mL), butyric acid (1 

mL), and butylamine (0.1 mL). The two solutions are swiftly mixed to give an insoluble yellow 

powder. This powder is separated by centrifugation at 3000 rpm, washed with clean toluene, 

and separated by centrifugation again. The material is bright yellow and presents a clear green 

emission even in the solid form. To prepare a film of this powder, the wet pellet in toluene is 

simply spread over a glass substrate with the help of a Pasteur pipette, and then allowed to dry. 

The thin films are prepared by spin-coating a solution ca. 80 mg.mL-1 and at 3000 rpm for 30 s 

in a clean glass substrate (pre-treatment of the substrates with UV/ozone results in smoother 

films). 
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Absorption Spectrum on the Solid: spectra were measured in a Shimadzu UV 2450 equipment. 

A smooth pallet of powder Ba2SO4 was used as the reference for 100% reflectance. 

Absorption Spectra on the Thin Films: absorbance in thin films was measured in an Agilent 

Carry 60 UV-vis equipment in transmission mode. A glass substrate was used for the base line 

subtraction. 

Temperature-Dependent and Steady-State Photoluminescence and Photoluminescence 

Excitation Spectra: spectra were collected in a Horiba-JOBINYVON Fluorolog-3. The 

excitation source was perpendicular to the film, and the emission was collected at an angle of 

approximately 15°. A 450 nm optical filter was used to eliminate scattering artefacts. Data were 

corrected according to the lamp and detector fluctuations (xenon lamp) with correction 

algorithms from the equipment software. The temperature series were measured with the help 

of a Linkam THMS600 (Linkam Scientific Instruments) attachment for temperature and 

environmental control. Two optical fibers were directed to the Linkam window with similar 

geometry for excitation and emission collection. The sample was allowed to thermalize for five 

minutes from one measurement to another. 

Time-Correlated Single-Photon Counting and Time-Resolved Photoluminescence Spectra: the 

decay curves were measured in an Edinburg Analytical Instruments FL 900 spectrofluorometer 

with an MCP-PMT (Hamamatsu R3809U-50; 50 ps). These measurements were carried out 

with a laser EPL 375 and excitation wavelength of (375 ± 5) nm and pulse width of 65 ps (at 

10 MHz). The software used for the fittings was the FAST software from Edinburg Instruments. 

The laser fluence in the measurements was 9.6 mW.cm-2 per pulse. 

Temperature-Dependent Powder X-ray Diffraction: diffractograms were collected in a Rigaku 

DMAX equipment with a temperature range from 25 to 300 K. Diffractogram were register 

with a Cu Kα source (1.5406 Å), steps of 0.03 2θ ° and integration time of 5 s. The sample was 

allowed to thermalize a few minutes from one measurement to another. 
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Raman Spectrum: the spectrum was collected in custom instrumental setup. The sample was 

excited with a 785 nm laser (Cobolt 08 series 0785-08-11-0500-200). The laser power on the 

sample was 20 mW. The instrument was equipped with a series of VBG filters (OptigrateRFS-

785-OD4-11 M) to minimize attenuated spontaneous emission and Rayleigh scattering. Several 

optical components such as lenses, slits, optical fiber, and mirrors were used to guide, collect, 

and focus the excitation laser and the Raman scattering radiation. A monochromator 

(Andor/Ox-ford SR-500i-C-SIL) was coupled to a CCD camera (Andor/Oxford iDUS 416 - 

DU416A-LDC-DD) with which the spectral signal was registered. The spectrum was registered 

in a frequency range from -1000 to 2000 cm-1 with signal accumulation of 60 images with an 

integration time of 0.5 s each (30 s total). More details of the instrumental setup and 

characteristics can be found in the work of Paiva et al.,[50] who kindly allowed and helped us 

measure the Raman spectrum in their laboratory.   

Temperature Dependent Photoluminescence of the Thin Films: thin films were excited with a 

diode 405 nm laser (LaserLine-iZi) with a power density <20 mW.cm-2. Temperature was 

controlled using a He closed cycle cryostat with a range from 10 to 290 K, under vacuum. The 

spectral signal was collected in an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy: the spectrum was acquired through a Cary 630 FTIR 

spectrometer using Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) acquisition mode. 

Supporting Information  
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the crystalline structure of BA2PbI4; b) the 

microcrystalline material as synthesized and under UV light; c) powder XRD pattern along with 

the reference calculated from single crystal data; d) schemes showing the powder and thin film 

preparations. 

  

 
Figure 2. Optical and vibrational spectra of powder BA2PbI4: a) absorption (light blue), 

emission at 375 nm (red), and PLE at 600 nm (dark blue) spectra; b) time-resolved PL spectra 

reconstruction in different times (the inset is the TRES color map; laser fluence  = 9.6 mW.cm-

2 per pulse); c) normalized time-correlated single-photon counting decays in several 

wavelengths (taken from the TRES in b); d) FWHM variation with temperature of the two 

emission bands at 520 nm and 540 nm summed – the inset is the equation used for the fit; e) 

Raman and attenuated total reflectance infrared spectra.  
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Figure 3. a) temperature-dependent PL of the powder (BA2)PbI4; b) temperature-dependent 

XRD of the powder, showing the peak with Miller index (002); c) ratio of the integrated areas 

of the peaks in the PL and XRD – A1 is the peak of the room-temperature phase and A2 is the 

peak of the low-temperature phase; d) comparison of the phonon-assisted phase transition 

model using two fundamental frequencies with our experimental data.  
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Figure 4. Summary of the structural and optical phenomena reported in this work. Upon optical 

excitation, hot carriers are generated, relaxing to the excitonic state. From this state, we observe 

either excitonic or phonon emission, the latter generating an emissive exciton-phonon replica. 

Lastly, as the temperature decreases, a phonon-related phase transition takes place, and a 

different excitonic state emerges.  

  
Table 1. Fit parameters extracted from the analysis of the temperature dependence of the 

FWHM in the PL 

Γ0 [meV] Γopt [meV] Eopt [meV] Γ(300) [meV] 

55 ± 25 1396 ± 600 57 ± 14 226 ± 205 

 

Table 2. Vibrational modes related to the C-NH3
+ moiety of butylammonium cations[40,41] 

# Frequency [cm-1] Raman IR Vibration 

1 250 – 370 - - CCN twis./NH3
+ def. vib. 

2 310 – 410 w - m - CCN wagging vib. 

3 315 – 465 w w - m C-N def. vib. 

4 425 – 535 - w - m NH3
+ twis./CCN def. vib. 

a) twis. = twisting; b) def. = deformation; c) vib. = vibration(s); d) w = weak; e) m = medium; f) 
dash = inactive  
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This work demonstrates the molecular origin of a dual band emission observed in 2D lead 
halides. Coupled vibrational modes from the organic/inorganic moieties causes this strong 
exciton-phonon coupling. Additionally, the correlation between a theoretical formalism with 
PL and XRD reveals that these vibrational modes present a soft-mode behavior. 
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Figure S1. Powder and thin film XRD of (BA)2PbI4 along with its reference calculated from single crystal data. 

 

Figure S2. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of powder (BA)2PbI4 before the phase transition. 
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Figure S3. Examples of the fits of the two emission bands using Voigtian functions a) PL spectrum at 300 K 

along with a table showing its fit parameters and b) PL spectrum at 244 K along with a table showing its fit 

parameters. 

 

Figure S4. Example of the fit of the temperature-dependent PL data using the full equation and its table 

containing the parameters of the fit. The reddish rectangles emphasize the phonon energies that is close to the 57 

meV reported in the main text. 
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Calculation of Γ(300) 

By calculating the Γ(300) using the parameters determined (shown in Table 1 of the main text), 

we find FWHM values of the peaks in close agreement with the experimental data. The 

calculations are shown below:  

Γ T = Γ; + Γ<=>(𝑒@ABC DEF − 1)4H 

Γ 300 = 0.055 + 1.3964(𝑒;.;PQH ;.;RPS − 1)4H 

Γ 300 = 0.055 + 0.1714 

Γ 300 = 0.226	𝑒𝑉	𝑜𝑟	226	𝑚𝑒𝑉 

The result emphasized in blue is in close agreement with the summed FWHM of the two 

emission bands at 300 K from the table in Figure S3a (229.8 meV). 

 

Figure S5. a) absorption (light blue), emission at 375 nm (red), and PLE at 520 nm (dark blue) spectra of the 

thin film of (BA)2PbI4 b) overlap of the emission from the powder (red) and the emission from the thin film 

(blue) both at 375 nm excitation. 

 

Figure S6. Time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) of (BA)2PbI4 using a 375 nm and 445 nm lasers 

(Fluence = 9.6 mW.cm-2 per pulse) a) thin film; b) powder with 375 nm; and c) powder with 445 nm. A tri-

exponential function offered the best fit for the decays. 
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From Figure S6, it is clear the difference in the TCSPC dynamics in the thin film. The decay 

curves of the powder have a visible slower rate with a component with a longer delay time (~1 

ns), as can be verified in Figure S9 – S14. For the powder, within the same excitation energy, 

the decay dynamics are the same. However, comparing the two excitation wavelengths (375 

nm and 445 nm), the contribution of each decay channel changes (evidenced by different Bi 

values) and the rates are slightly different.  

 

Figure S7. Fit and residual error of the TCSPC decay of the thin film of (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 375 nm at 

520 nm emission. 
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Figure S8. Fit and residual error of the TCSPC decay of the thin film of (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 375 nm at 

550 nm emission. 

 

Figure S9. Fit and residual plot of the TCSPC decay of the powder (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 375 nm at 520 

nm emission. 
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Figure S10. Fit and residual plot of the TCSPC decay of the powder (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 375 nm at 560 

nm emission. 

 

Figure S11. Fit and residual error of the TCSPC decay of the powder of (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 375 nm at 

600 nm emission. 
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Figure S12. Fit and residual error of the TCSPC decay of the powder of (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 445 nm at 

520 nm emission. 

 

Figure S13. Fit and residual error of the TCSPC decay of the powder of (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 445 nm at 

560 nm emission. 
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Figure S14. Fit and residual error of the TCSPC decay of the powder of (BA)2PbI4 with excitation of 445 nm at 

600 nm emission. 
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Table S1. Parameters taken from the fits of the TCSPC data from the thin film and powder (BA)2PbI4 (the powder 

was measured with 2 excitation wavelengths: 375 and 445 nm). The highlight in gray is simply to help visualization. 

Sample/Exc. 
[nm] Emission [nm] B1 τ1 [ns] B2 τ2 [ns] B3 τ3 [ns] χ2 

Thin Film 375 520 0.3247 0.028 0.0449 0.133 0.0052 0.431 1.260 

Thin Film 375 550 0.3073 0.029 0.0498 0.131 0.0058 0.420 1.024 

Powder 375 520 0.1769 0.053 0.0583 0.180 0.0067 0.642 1.206 

Powder 375 560 0.1700 0.047 0.0688 0.166 0.0078 0.625 1.060 

Powder 375 600 0.1798 0.071 0.0416 0.234 0.0046 0.765 1.138 

Powder 445 520 0.1234 0.095 0.0143 0.350 0.0008 1.453 1.148 

Powder 445 560 0.1204 0.086 0.0200 0.287 0.0015 1.081 1.012 

Powder 445 600 0.1307 0.075 0.0222 0.273 0.0016 1.008 1.016 
 

 

Figure S15. Scheme showing the phase transition of (BA)2PbI4: both phases are orthorhombic and belong to the 

same crystalline space group Pbca. 
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Figure S16. Temperature-dependent powder XRD of (BA)2PbI4 – dashed lines are simply for visual inspection. 

 

Figure S17. a) Temperature-dependent PL of the thin film of (BA)2PbI2; b) phase transition in the thin film: the 

blue curve is the ratio between the low-temperature phase and the high-temperature phase (PL peak area); the red 

curve is the first derivative of the blue curve showing the inflexion at 270 K (the phase transition point). 

 


